
Source to Pay Blueprinting 
 

Maximise S2P Investment 
Achieve business case objectives

The success of source 
to pay and purchase to 
pay projects depends on 
your business: 

The Case for 
Blueprinting

The best way to achieve this is to build a Success Blueprint.

Selecting a technology 
solution that will meet 
its diverse requirements 
while avoiding unnecessary 
complexity;

Building a sound business 
case founded on an 
accurate estimate of a 
project’s likely costs and 
timelines.

Having a clear vision of the 
future state of your digital 
procurement function that 
will lead and influence your 
technology investment  
and project;



What is a Solution Blueprint?
A Solution Blueprint enables you to frame 
your procurement vision and the purpose for 
your project, so you can build an effective 
and complete RFP and prepare for the 
implementation. It provides:

• Baseline Procurement Solution (Pre-Workshop):

• User cases and Process flows.

• Technical architecture.

• Critical technology features and functions.

• Anticipated technology “gaps”.

• Localised requirements and variations.

• Updated technical architecture & data flows 
with required integrations.

• Platform shortlisting recommendations on how 
to evaluate solutions.

• Change management & organisational readiness 
assessment.

• The basis for a business case.

• Analysis of the Impact on the Procurement 
Target Operating Model.

The Case for Blueprinting – What our consultants say

3. Right fit – no surprises

One of my clients had made some incorrect 
assumptions about the product and as a result 

had to de-scope some of their project. This could have 
been avoided with the right knowledge and questions 
during the selection stage. Compare that to the last 
project where we tested the solution against key use 
cases, and the result was a shorter design phase, no 
surprises and the project was a resounding success.”

4. Integration is the most common cause of delay

My client had not planned and reserved 
enough integration resource due to not 

knowing enough low-level detail on the integration 
requirements. Ultimately, this caused re-planning and 
extra cost of over £100,000. The blueprint would 
have allowed resource and time requirements to be 
planned more accurately significantly reducing the 
highest risk of delays during the project.”

5. Data is key

Cleaning and enriching supplier data takes 
time – more than most clients think. In many 

projects this is a task that is started too late and 
causes delays throughout the Supplier Enablement 
work stream, sometimes delaying Go Live, or resulting 
in a go-live with less content than planned. Clients 
can identify and start preparation early through 
guidance provided during a blueprint phase.”
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6. Get everybody on board

The project was seriously delayed because 
enterprise Change Management hadn’t  

been considered before vendor selection was 
completed. Several divisions have refused to 
co-operate in the roll out because they were not 
involved early enough. This created a lot of extra 
effort to bring them on board and make them feel 
part of the project.”

1. Focus on what is important

Our client successfully used blueprinting 
to identify where difficult process changes 

would need to be implemented. These were dealt 
with at steering group level pre-project so when 
the implementation started the focus was fully on 
the design saving weeks of workshops and lengthy 
decision making.”

 

2. Get a head start

A number of design elements can result in 
lengthy preparation work from the client. Things 

like designing and aligning Commodity Structure or 
understanding how the Delegation of Authority can 
be mapped to the current ways of working take time 
and can inevitably cause delays. Preparing for these in 
advance saves time and money.”



What we deliver –  
How to get off to a  
flying start! 
 
Our Blueprinting service draws on our 
experience and proven methodology to deliver 
results in a short timescale of about nine weeks.

The service is delivered in four stages:

• Survey & Discovery

• Workshops

• Blueprint Development

• Blueprint Review

At all stages we provide the templates and tools 
to make the process as efficient as possible.

Blueprinting Methodology
Our methodology delivers what a business needs to develop a clear vision with a documented success blueprint that will 
eliminate any surprises and confirm that potential technology solutions will meet requirements across their business.

Develop Solution Blueprint 

 Workshop  
Follow-Ups

 Solution Design –  
Scope

 Solution Design –  
Content

 Integration  
Strategy

 Change Management 
Strategy

 High Impact  
Pre-Implementation 
Activities

 Target Operating Model 
Recommendations

Present & Review Blueprint 

Review  
Blueprint

Present  
Blueprint

Platform Shortlisting 
Guidance

Selection  
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Confirm  
Next Steps

Survey & Discovery 

 Business  
Case

 Questionnaire(s) 

 Gather Available  
Current

 State Documentation 

 Pre-Workshop  
Discovery Calls

Best Practice Workshops 

 S2P  
Processes

 System  
Integrations

 Change  
Management

 Impact of solution 
on Target Operating 
Model

 Solution Delivery 
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• Experience. We have managed over 700 Source 
to Pay and Purchase to Pay implementations. 
We know the challenges that organisations face 
and how to overcome them.

• Knowledge. We work with the leading 
solution vendors and know their strengths and 
weaknesses.

The Case for Xoomworks – Why Xoomworks?

• Insight. Our team has the experience and 
knowledge to ensure you create the right 
foundation for the success of your Source to Pay 
or Purchase to Pay project. 

These qualities ensure we can deliver a focused  
effort in a condensed timeframe – not a “Big-4  
science project”.

Pre-Implementation  
Preparation – 
Schedule of Activity 

Xoomworks will directly engage with your 
experts and process owners for each of  
the in scope functional and technical tracks,  
to thoroughly review, vet and produce the 
required deliverables. A typical schedule  
of activity takes 8 – 9 weeks.

WK1 WK6WK2 WK7WK3 WK8WK4 WK9WK5

Survey & Discovery (approx. 2 weeks)

Conduct Best Practice Workshops (approx. 1 – 2 weeks)

Develop Solution Blueprint (approx. 4 weeks)

Present & Review Blueprint (approx. 1 week)

Next Steps... 
For further information, please contact the team

Number of 
Implementations

About Xoomworks
Xoomworks Procurement is a leading procurement consultancy helping global to mid-size organisations across more than 15 industries around 
the world transform procurement into a more valuable corporate asset. From deciding the scope, priorities and preparing for success, through 
to delivering your solution and supporting your business after go-live, we will partner closely throughout your procurement journey.


